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Abstract

Because a multicast data server or broadcast disk can have clients of very different network ca-
pacities, the server needs to offer its repository of data items at a variety of transmission speeds to
service clients’ varied requests. In this paper, we study how to slice a server’s available outgoing net-
work capacity into data channels, how to assign the server’s data to those channels, and how to assign
clients to the channels given clients’ varied requests and download speeds. We find that good choices
in this area can improve performance for clients by three-fold or more, and surprisingly, finding the
good choices do not require advance knowledge of clients’ exact download speeds, once we have
chosen the slowest client speed we want to support.

1 Introduction

In a database multicastfacility, content of interest to clients is transmitted on a multicast channel.

Such a facility is best suited to high query traffic scenarios where clients share common interests,

so that each transmission is likely to be of interest to multiple clients. Database multicast facilities

have been developed and well studied, for example, for Teletext [4], Datacycle [17], and broadcast

disks [2]. Applications include, for instance, dissemination of news, publish/subscribe systems,

distribution of web content to network caches, and distributed simulations. As a local case in

point, we are creating a multicast facility for our WebBase project, which crawls the Web to create

a repository of Web pages for research. A multicast facility will offer our repository to other

researchers so that they can request subsets of our data in a simple and efficient way. (There

are other benefits to a multicast-distributed crawled Web repository, including less load on the

individual Web servers that get crawled for multicast distribution. For additional details, see [20].)

There has been substantial research on how to operate a single database multicast channel,

when clients are able to receive data at the same rate it is being transmitted on the channel. For
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instance, one well-studied problem is how to schedule transmission on the one channel, given a

set of objects requested by clients. Surprisingly, however, there has been little work on the broader

problem of managing the available bandwidth when clients may have different capacities, which

may be less than the total bandwidth available to the multicasting server. In particular, the server

must be able tosplit the available bandwidthinto multiple multicast channels, instead of using a

single channel that all clients must listen to. With multiple channels, channels may be configured

for the bandwidth of particular sets of clients. It is especially important to have this flexibility in an

Internet environment where nodes have widely-different-throughput links, as opposed to say the

telephone network where every node has the same bandwidth.

In addition to letting us cope with heterogeneous clients, splitting the available bandwidth into

multiple channels also introduces new opportunities for improving performance. For instance,

a server administrator maysplit the datato distribute across multiple servers, with each server

providing its own subset of the data over a separate channel (or sub-channels in order to deal with

heterogeneous clients interested in its partition of the data).

Splitting the server’s network capacity into smaller channels, however, has potential disadvan-

tages. For instance, clients that are distributed into multiple channels are less likely to have their

requested data items coincide with those of other clients, simply because there are fewer clients

on the same channels with which to share requests. As a result, each transmission reaches fewer

clients on average, reducing the efficiency of the multicast. Also, smaller channels take longer to

send each data item to its clients than one big channel, simply because smaller channels have less

throughput.

In summary, managing the overall available bandwidth presents important tradeoffs that we

believe have not been fully addressed in the literature. Thus, in this paper we consider different

ways to use the bandwidth to serve heterogeneous clients, and consider their impact on system

performance. As we will see, the choices can significantly affect performance. In our experiments,

we find that the delay clients experience retrieving data from a multicast server can vary up to

five-fold depending on the bandwidth partitioning, and by three-fold or more depending on how

clients are assigned to the channels that fit within the clients’ download limits.

In the rest of this introduction we will illustrate in more detail the bandwidth and data partition-

ing schemes we will consider, and will discuss the tradeoffs involved. As our running example,
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consider four clients requesting data as shown in Table 1. Of three data itemsfA;B;Cg, the first

three clients requestfA;Bg, fB;Cg, andfA;Cg respectively. A fourth client requests all three

data items. The server, we assume for this example, has as much network capacity as the fourth

client, and the fourth client has three times the network capacity of the other three clients.

Table 1: Example Clients
Client Requested ItemsNetwork Capacity

1 A B 1
2 B C 1
3 A C 1
4 A B C 3
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Figure 1: Single-Channel
Multicast
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Figure 2: Multiple-Channel
Multicast
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Figure 3: Split-Channel Mul-
ticast

1.1 Single-Channel Multicast

In a single-channel multicast facility as shown in Fig. 1, the “base case,” a single server with all the

data items disseminates the data over a single multicast channel. Each client uses a reliable unicast

channel (TCP) to send the server its requests, then waits for the data to appear on the multicast

channel. The server gathers its requests from all its clients, chooses which data item to send next

based on its demand, and sends it. The server chooses another item, and repeats until clients have

received their requests and disconnect.

In the four-client example, all four clients would be forced to connect to the same channel, and

therefore receive data at the same rate. For this to be viable, the channel transmits at a speed no

higher than the capacity of the three slower clients. Because each data item receives the same

pattern of client requests, the scheduler’s transmission ordering is arbitrary; suppose it simply

decides to send them in orderA;B;C, as shown in Fig. 1. When the first client receives its two

data items,A andB, it disconnects. After the third data item is sent, the three remaining clients

disconnect, because they have also received all their requested items.
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We see that this conserves network resources for the server, because putting all clients on the

same channel ensures that any overlap in client requests is effectively exploited. We see also that

the above example assumes that the multicast server chose its single channel to be a speed that the

slower clients can follow. This choice clearly underserves high-throughput clients, such as client

4, which could receive data more quickly than the chosen throughput. In this example, this choice

also underutilizes the multicast server’s network, which has three times the throughput it is actually

using for its one channel.

1.2 Multiple-Channel Multicast

In a multiple-channel multicast facility, as shown in Fig. 2, a server disseminates its data over

multiple channels of the same speed. Clients could be directed to any channel(s) by the server as

their (declared or measured) network capacities allow.

In our four-client example, the server has created three equivalent channels, each able to dis-

seminate all data. Each client is randomly assigned to a channel, until the client’s network capacity

is filled. (Of course, in other designs, the server could have created a different number of channels,

and assigned clients differently.)

For this example, we assume that the first two of the slower clients are assigned to one channel,

the third to another, and the fourth client assigned to all three channels concurrently, as shown in

Fig. 2.

The first channel, then, would send data itemsA;B;C; the second channel, having only the

third and fourth clients, would sendB;C. The third channel would send onlyC. As a result,

the third client could disconnect from the system after two data-item transmissions (rather than

three as in the single-channel version of this example), and the fourth client could disconnect

after just one data-item transmission’s time (rather than three, as in the single-channel example).

The improvements in performance for the third and fourth clients are possible because they are

connecting to new channels that did not exist in the single-channel version.

We see, then, that by tapping more of the server’s network capacity in some way, we are able

to improve multicast performance for the server’s clients. On the other hand, we see that there is

less data shared between clients; the third client was not able to use any of the traffic sent to the
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first two clients, because it did not have the network capacity to receive data from the additional

channels as well as its own.

1.3 Split-Channel Multicast

In another version of the multiple-channel multicast facility, shown in Fig. 3, a server could split

its data into disjoint equal-size pools, each of which it disseminates over a separate channel of the

same speed. Clients would be directed to the channels by the server as their requests demand and

(declared or measured) network capacities allow.

In our four-client example, the server could split the data so that each of three channels has a

separate data item. (Usually, the server will have many more data items on each channel, but our

example is small for demonstration.) In this case, the fourth client can get all three data items at

once and leave in one item’s transmission time. The other three clients, however, must choose to

listen to one data item, then request the rescheduling of the other data items of interest over each

item’s respective channel. Fig. 3 shows how this example would appear during the transmission of

the first item on the server’s channels.

This approach helps exploit the overlap of client requests somewhat, but not always as well as

one would expect, as we see in the example. Further, this approach requires each channel to be

accessible to the slower clients, in case such a client requests the data on that channel. This limits

the flexibility with which the server could split its available network capacity. For example, even

the fastest clients must wait for the time it takes to transmit one data item for the slowest clients,

even if it can otherwise receive its requests more quickly.

1.4 Outline

We will explore in this paper some of the ways that a multicast facility can use its outgoing net-

work capacity to serve heterogeneous clients, as well as its own load distribution, with multiple

concurrent multicast channels.

We consider a number of pressing design questions, such as how many multicast channels a

multicast server should run concurrently, how the transmission rate should be chosen for those

channels, and how clients should be assigned to those channels. An extended version of this
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paper [22] provides additional results and detail.

2 The Multicast Facility

In our multicast facility, the multicast server has a fixed outgoing network throughput (which we

will informally call “bandwidth”) available for its use, and a number of data items (intuitively,

files) ready for dissemination, from which each client will request some (not necessarily proper)

subset. A new client requests a subset of the server’s data items using a reliable unicast connection

to the server. The multicast facility may split its bandwidth into multiple multicast data channels.

Because each such channel behaves similarly, we will first focus on the operation of a single data

channel. Then we will consider how a multicast facility might decide to split its bandwidth into

multiple channels.

To multicast a requested data item to clients, the server needs to send information identifying a

data item, and then the data item itself. Clients always need to receive information identifying the

data item the server is about to send, to determine whether they requested the data item. On the

other hand, clients donot need to receive all the actual data items, only the ones they request.

multicast serverc
c

#
#

control channel (announcements)

client client client client
? ? ? ?

-requests

data channel

? ?

Figure 4: Information Flow in the Multicast Facility

To minimize the consumption of clients’ download links, then, we should adopt a well-known

technique and separate the server’s traffic into a low-bandwidthcontrol channelannouncing data

items, and adata channel, consuming the remaining allocated bandwidth, to carry the data items

themselves. The resulting separation of network traffic is shown in Figure 4.

All clients always subscribe to the control channel, because they must receive all the announce-

ments on the control channel promptly. Clients use the announcements to determine when to

subscribe to the data channel, so that they receive the data items they request and skip the ones
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they didn’t request.

When a client has received all the data items it requested, it disconnects from the control channel

and its request is considered complete. The sooner a client receives its data, the sooner a user is

happy and able to use the data, so we will use this as our performance metric.

2.1 Scheduler

The server conducts a data multicast channel by gathering the clients’ request subsets that can

be sent on the channel and using a scheduler to decide which requested data item to send on the

channel.

There are a variety of schedulers that could be used for a multicast facility. For example, a

circular-broadcast scheduler could consider each of the data items in turn, sending a data item

if there are any outstanding requests for it at the time. When the circular-broadcast scheduler

runs out of items to consider, it considers all the items all over again. Alternatively, a scheduler

such as R/Q [20] operates quickly even when scheduling large numbers of data items, and can

help reduce client delay. The R/Q scheduler assigns a score to each data item by computing the

number of clients requesting the data item divided by the smallest remaining request size of a client

requesting the data item. The scheduler then chooses to send a data item with highest score.

As we increase the number of clients making requests on a multicast channel, we expect the

client delay on the channel to increase with the added load. On the other hand, as the number of

clients increase, the likelihood of two clients requesting the same data item increases also, so that

the overlap of client requests also increase with the number of clients. As a result, regardless of

scheduler, we could expect that the client delay of a well-behaved system have an upper bound

even as the number of clients increases indefinitely. An upper bound is reasonable because we

know that a multicast scheduler can, in the worst case, resort to acting as a traditional “broadcast

disk,” and disseminate each data item in turn, cyclically. In this worst case, the client delay must

be no higher than the time it takes the multicast channel to disseminate every available data item

once; this forms the upper bound.
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2.2 Managing Multiple Data Channels

In this section, we consider how a server, not knowing its clients’ network capacities in advance,

can split its available outgoing network into multiple multicast channels.

We assume that the server does not know its clients’ bandwidths in advance because this is the

case for many services in a heterogeneous environment such as the Internet. (For example, Web

sites that offer “high-bandwidth” and “low-bandwidth” versions of their material often require

viewers to choose which version to see by following a particular hyperlink.) Though many clients

may have a fixed bandwidth for downloads, a server would not know this until such clients con-

nected to it. Hence, a server may not know even the distribution of its particular clients’ available

bandwidth in advance.

Also, not only can clients be connected to the Internet using different-bandwidth links, even

if they connected using the same bandwidth links, clients may have different bandwidths actually

available for multicast download after subtracting the varying consumption of other network appli-

cations. Consequently, a server must assume a minimum supported client bandwidth—a bandwidth

that all its clients are expected to meet to receive service—but the server must then decide how it

will split its bandwidth into data channels in advance of actually running the service and receiving

client requests.

There are a number of ways for a server to decide how to divide its outgoing network bandwidth

into a number of data multicast channels. To better sample the large space of possible options, we

want to choose several techniques that are noticeably different from each other. We describe them

below, and assign each one an identifier inboldface.

� eq-bw A server can simply partition its throughput into a fixed number of equal-bandwidth

channels, each offering all data. The fixed bandwidth is assumed to be no higher than the mini-

mum client bandwidth, so that any supported client can connect to at least one of the channels.

A faster client can subscribe to as many channels as its wishes, until the sum bandwidth of the

subscribed channels reaches the client’s network capacity. The client would then split its data

requests among them.

A client connecting to such a system needs to choose which channels to which to connect:

– eq-bw-rand It could choose randomly.
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– eq-bw-R It could choose the channels with the fewest other clients, as determined by the

server.

– eq-bw-Q It could choose the channels with the smallest number of clients times average-

request-size-per-client product, as determined by the server. (Let us call this product the

load factor.)

The first is the simplest to implement, but the latter two, with server intervention, may allow

clients to distribute their load across the server’s channels more effectively, improving service

on the channels overall.

� eq-part A server can simply partition its throughput into a fixed numbers of equal-bandwidth

channels, each offering a partition of distinctN=s data items. As with the prior option, the fixed

bandwidth is assumed to be no higher than the minimum client bandwidth.

Because each client may make requests across the entire pool ofN data items, each client may

need to connect to multiple channels. To ensure that it can receive the data it requested when it

is sent, a client should connect to no more channels than its bandwidth allows at any time. As

each channel’s request is fulfilled, the client could disconnect from that channel and subscribe

to another channel that it still needs. A client connecting to such a system would choose which

channels to connect randomly, when it first connects and each time it switches from one channel

to another.

– eq-part-all An aggressive client, on the other hand, can attempt to connect to all data

channels whose data it needs, and gamble that the requested items are not sent concur-

rently. If too much data happens to be sent at the same time, the client would listen to only

a subset of channels that it can receive with its bandwidth, disconnect, then reconnect to

rerequest the data items it missed. We mention this option for completeness.

� lin-bw A server can partition its throughput into a numbers of linearly-increasing-bandwidth

channels, starting from a base throughputt0 (no higher than the minimum client bandwidth) and

incrementing by some constant factorc, i.e.,t0; (1+c)t0; (1+2c)t0; (1+3c)t0; :::(1+(s�1)c)t0.

Because some clients are not fast enough for the fastest channels, all channels must offer all
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data. This arrangement of channels bandwidths allows clients to easily subscribe to one channel

near their capacity.

A client could connect to such a system in a number of ways:

– lin-bw-hionly A client may connect to the highest-bandwidth channel it can use, and

request everything from it.

– lin-bw-hidown It can add lower-bandwidth channels until its network capacity is reached.

– lin-bw-R It can connect to channels in order of increasing popularity. That is, the server

determines the subset of channels whose bandwidths are no higher than the client’s avail-

able bandwidth, then assigns the client to a channel in the subset that has the fewest other

clients subscribed. If the client has any bandwidth remaining after the subscription, the

server determines a new subset and repeats until the client’s bandwidth is exhausted or the

server’s channels have all been enumerated.

– lin-bw-Q It can connect to channels in order of increasing load factor (recall, clients times

the average request size per client) in the same way as above.

� exp-bw Users can connect to the Internet using technology of widely varying speeds. For

example, telephone-line (POTS) modem connections are tens of kilobits per second (kbps);

“broadband” SDSL conections are hundreds of kilobits per second; “broadband” ADSL and

cable-modem connections are currently able to receive, like 10Mbps Ethernet, a few thousand

kilobits per second. Directly networked users on 100Mbps Ethernet can send and receive tens

of thousands of kilobits per second, and so on. This order-of-magnitude progression in bitrate

from one connection type to the next suggests channels of exponentially-increasing bandwidth.

A server can partition its throughput into a numbers of exponentially-increasing-bandwidth

channels, starting from a base throughputt0, i.e.,20t0; 21t0; 22t0; :::2s�1t0. Like the prior option,

all channels must offer all data, and the same methods for clients to connect to these channels

apply:

– exp-bw-hionly A client may connect to the highest bandwidth it can use, and request

everything from it.

– exp-bw-hidownIt can add lower-bandwidth channels until its network capacity is reached.
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– exp-bw-R It can connect in order of increasing popularity.

– exp-bw-Q It can connect in order of increasing load factor.

� perf-bw If a server should happen to know, for example, that its clients are all of one of three

download speeds, then it could choose to partition its bandwidth into channels of these three

speeds, perfectly matching its clients’ bandwidths. More generally, if the server knows the

bandwidths of all its clients in advance, then it could choose “ideal” channels of bandwidths

that match the most common client speeds. Again, in this scenario all channels must offer all

data.

In scenarios except eq-part and -hionly, where a client connects to more than one channel, the

client distributes its requests proportionately among its subscribed channels by bandwidth, rather

than making all its data requests on the highest-bandwidth channel it can use. For example, if a

client subscribes to two channels, one twice the bandwidth of the other, then it would send two-

thirds of its requests onto the faster channel, and the remaining third of its requests to the slower

channel.

Of course, these mechanisms for splitting server bandwidth may cause the server to have “left-

over” bandwidth not allocated to a channel, which in turn causes some performance loss. Similarly,

the above mechanisms may cause clients to have “left-over” download bandwidth not used to

receive data from a channel; the performance impact of this effect will contribute to the evaluation

of the above techniques.

3 Method

To evaluate some of the ways a server can partition its outgoing network bandwidth, we turn to

a simple model to estimate our performance metric, client delay. Client delay measures the time

between a client’s connection to the multicast system and the earliest time the client has received

a copy of all the data it requested—intuitively, the end-to-end time used by the client.

Given the large number of scenarios we wish to consider in our experiments (as detailed in Sec-

tions 4 and 5, and the varied number of multicast channels in our scenarios, it would be prohibitive

to compute the delay on each channel via simulation. Instead, we develop a function to estimate
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the client delay on a channel, and use that function in our experiments. As we will see, the function

is only a rough approximation for client delay, but it captures the essential behavior of the multicast

channel. The function also provides some useful insight as to why the channel operates as it does,

something a simulation does not provide.

Variable Description

D() Average client delay
N Number of clients awaiting data
M Number of data items server offers
c Client arrival rate
r Request size for client on a channel
b Throughput of channel (“bandwidth”)
� Bandwidth split factor

Table 2: Notation for Computing Client Delay

Our model assumes that the expected average client delay (D) is a function of three principal

factors: the rate at which clients arrive to make requests of the server (c); the number of data items

each client requests on the multicast channel (r); and the throughput of the multicast channel (b).

Other variables are described as they are introduced, and all are summarized in Table 2.

delay = D(c; r; b)

With this assumption, we are able to consider different ways of using a multicast server’s avail-

able bandwidth by computing their effect on these three factors, and observing their result on client

delayD.

To determineD, we first consider a low-load approximation forD(c; r) based on M/M/1 queue-

ing, for fixed b. Next, we recall that a multicast system can have an upper bound on its delay

because in the worst case it takes finite time to disseminate all the available data once. We can

establish this upper bound, which depends on the clients’ average request size,r. Then, we de-

termine the effect on the upper bound from the number of clients in the system, which we will

translate into the client arrival ratec. This information will allow us to approximate the client

delay functionD(c; r) at higher loads using the collector’s problem. Finally, we merge the results

of the client delay for low and high loads to determine aD(c; r), and apply a factor fromb to

determineD(c; r; b).
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3.1 Low-Load Approximation

To determine a function of how client delay varies by the number of clients in the system, we first

review some results of classical queueing systems (M/M/1 or G/M/1), then adapt it to our multicast

scenario (which is not strictly a queue, as we see in detail below).

In an M/M/1 or G/M/1 queue, clients arrive to request a single job of a server in first-in-first-out

order. Unlike our multicast system, the server can provide service to only one client at a time, after

which the client departs. In this queue, if clients appear at exponentially-distributed intervals, it is

known that the expected number of clients waiting in the queue at a time isN = cs

1�cs
for s the

service time of a single client andc the rate at which clients appear in the system. (Clients may

not appear, on average, more quickly than they can be serviced, because this would overload the

queue;cs < 1.) Also, by Little’s result, the corresponding expected client delay isD = N

c
= s

1�cs
.

Because our multicast facility is not a strict queue—a server can assist multiple clients, without

regard to order, when it disseminates a data item—we need to adjust the queue delay formula above

to better fit our system. To make this adjustment, we approximate the effect that clients’ possibly-

overlapping multiple-item requests would have on the multicast system’s service time per client,

and substitute the adapted service time into the delay function of an M/M/1 system. Though our

multicast facility does not have a service time independent of the number of clients as the M/M/1

model assumes, we find that the resulting approximation remains similar to simulation results, as

we see later.

For this approximation, we suppose that we have a large number of data itemsM , from which

the clients make their requests ofr items. Further, let us say that there are alreadyN clients in the

system awaiting service, in the steady state. If a new client makes a request at random, it has a

probability of (approximately)(1� 1
M
)Nr that one item it requests is not already being requested

by theN clients in the system before it. Because the client requestsr items this way, it has an

expected value of approximatelyr(1� 1
M
)Nr requested items that have not already been requested

by theN clients before it.

For simplicity, let us think of a unit of time as the time it takes to send a data item: Then, the

additional service time that this new client requires is alsos = r(1� 1
M
)Nr. With our substitution

for s, we getD(c; r) = N

c
=

r(1� 1

M
)Nr

1�cr(1� 1

M
)Nr

.
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We cannot get a closed form forD(c; r) from the above, because we do not have a closed

form for N , but we are able to determine numerical approximations of this function. We can

approximateN even without its closed form (using an implementation of Newton’s method), then

use the value ofN to obtainD(c; r).

This approximation ofD(c; r), however, is restricted to regions of relatively low load (“queue-

like” behavior), so we must next approximate the client delay function at higher load.

3.2 Upper-Bound Delay

As with number of clients, we expect that client delay would increase with the size of the clients’

requests. Similarly, we expect that as the request sizes grow, clients’ requests will increasingly

overlap, leading the increase in client delay to taper off.

More precisely, again we consider the worst case, in which the multicast system is reduced to

cyclic broadcast. For one client just connected and waiting forr data items, randomly selected,

we expect the client to wait until the last of itsr random selections is broadcast. When ther data

items are selected using a uniform distribution, the mean fraction of the data that passes before the

client receives all its data isr
r+1

1; therefore, forM data items total, this isM r

r+1
data items.

We see that this function,r
r+1

, captures the desired behavior for the upper bound:

� Forr = 1, the upper bound is approximatelyM=2, which is what we would expect as the client

delay for a very large number of clients each requesting a data item. In a multicast system

reduced to cyclic broadcast, a client should expect, on average, about half the system’s data

items to be broadcast before receiving the one it wants.

� For larger, the upper bound must approach but not exceedM , the time to transmit all the data

once.

With this expression for the client-delay upper bound, we now determine how the number of

clients affects the use of this bound.
1Extreme Value Distribution, MathWorld; derivation in Feller, 2/e
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3.3 High-Load Approximation

To determine how the number of clients in the system affects client delay, we observe that the above

computation for upper bound determined thefraction of total data that a client should expect to

receive before it gets ther items it requested. With sufficient load, we would expect that all data

items the server makes available is being requested, so the total data isM . At slightly lower load,

by contrast, the clients in the system may collectively request fewer thanM items from the server.

The number of items that a set of clients request can be approximated using results for the

classic collector’s problem, or occupancy problem [14]. In the collector’s problem, a collector

repeatedly purchases items, each chosen at random from an infinite bag ofM distinct items so that

each of theM items is equally likely to be acquired from any purchase. For a large number of

purchasesp and not-as-largeM (such thatMe�
p

M remains bounded), the collector can expect to

acquire approximatelyM(1� e�
p

M ) of theM distinct items at least once.

To map our problem to the collector’s problem, we approximate our client requests so that each

client requests one data item at a time out ofM total, and does sor times on average. (This

mapping is an approximation because it allows a client to choose the same item more than once.)

Then,N clients would makeNr requests in total, and can expect to requestM(1� e�
Nr
M ) distinct

items in total.

Because the total data requested byN clients isM(1� e�
Nr
M ), and each client needs to receive

r

r+1
of that before it has the items it chose, each client can expect a client delay ofD(N; r) =

M(1� e�
Nr
M )( r

r+1
) for N clients requestingr data items each.

To obtain our high-load approximationD(c; r), we have to determine what client arrival ratec

would generate a number of clientsN requesting data from the server in the steady state. Fortu-

nately, we have the resulting client delayD(N; r), so we know how long each new client expects

to spend in the system. Again invoking Little’s Law, we observe that in the steady state, the rate

of clients arriving must equal the rate of clients completing their requests, which on average is

N=D(N; r). So,c = N=D(N; r).

In short, given someN andr, we can determineD(N; r), thenc. These values determine a

domain-range pair of the delay function(c; r) 7! D(c; r) = D(N; r).
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3.4 Merging High- and Low-Load Approximations

To merge our two approximations, we observe that the low-load approximation tended to slightly

underestimate our simulation results at low loads (as we see in the next section), an error which

widens in high loads. So, we combine the high-load and low-load approximations by defining our

delay function as the larger of the two. In the high-load approximation, not all values of(c; r) are

represented for integerN , so we use the delay of the nearestc andr for which a value is available.

In the lowest loads (ones for which there is no computable client delay at any lowerc), we say that

the high-load approximation is zero client delay, which ensures that the low-load approximation

prevails when the high-load approximation offers no estimate.

3.5 Multicast Channel Throughput

Lastly, we approximate the contribution to client delay from the network resources of a multicast

channel. To do so, we can begin by consideringD(c; r; b) = 1
b
D(c; r). That is, if a multicast

channel of half the network resources of another has half the bandwidth and takes twice as long

to send its data, then the contribution of the network cost to client delay is simply an independent

linear factor.

Because of constant (nonlinear) overhead on a multicast channel, however, it is possible that

the multicast channel of bandwidthb=2 incurs a delay factor different from2=b. Control packets

(such as ping packets, if any) may be a constant overhead that consumes a larger fraction of low-

throughput channels; overhead from transmission and retransmission for reliable data transfer may

vary nonlinearly in the throughput of the channel (and its clients). On the other hand, it is possible

for the bandwidth of a network connection to be nonlinear in its cost. For example, because of

economies of scale in commodity connections and equipment, it might be less expensive for a

server administrator to purchase two smaller network connections, and have a data channel over

each of them to the outside world, than to pay for a single larger connection that may require the

installation and maintenance of new network hardware and media. In such a case, spendingb=2

units of resources on one channel may get more than half the effective bandwidth of whatb units

of resource would buy in one channel.

To consider such nonlinear contributions to delay, we consider slightly nonlinear factors, such
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as (1
b
)� for � near 1. If0 < � < 1, a linear increase in network cost buys a less-than-linear

reduction on client delay (i.e., bandwidth is expensive). If� > 1, a linear increase in network cost

buys a greater-than-linear reduction in delay (i.e., bandwidth is cheap).

As a result, we now have as our client delay functionD(c; r; b) = (1
b
)�D(c; r).

3.6 Comparison to Data
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Figure 5: Delay versus Client Frequency
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Figure 6: Delay versus Request Size

Lastly, for verification, we compare our analytic model to data from a detailed event-driven

simulation. We note that our model omits details implemented in our simulation, which can in-

crease the simulation’s client delay. For example, in our detailed simulation, a client that first

connects to the multicast system does not actually receive data immediately from the server; in-

stead, a data-item transmission is probably already in progress, and unable to capture the entirety

of the transmission, the client waits for the transmission to finish before it begins listening for data.

This initial delay contributes to a client’s total delay, but is not represented in our ananlytic model.

Also, both our analytic models, based on the M/M/1 queue and the collector’s problem, use a sim-

plication that allows clients to choose a data item more than once as part of its “set” of requests,

but duplicate selections in one client do not occur in simulation. As a result, our analytic model

underrepresents the actual size of clients’ very large requests, leading to an underestimate of their

delay.
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In Figures 5 and 6, we plot the simulated client delay of a multicast facility and our analytic

model’s results, calibrated to the same units of client delay, for comparison. In the two figures,

both are plotted as a function of client-arrival frequency and as a function of the clients’ average

request size, respectively. The simulation uses a circular-broadcast scheduler (labelled “Circ”),

For both figures, clients arrive at exponentially-distributed random intervals, and request data

items from a pool of 100 available data items, each of which takes 48 seconds to transmit. In

Figure 5, these clients arrive with an average request size near one data item and vary the frequency

of new clients along the horizontal axis. In Figure 6, we vary the average request size of the clients,

fixing the clients’ average interarrival time at 800 seconds.

In both figures, we see that the analytic model (labelled “estimated,” and appearing as a dotted

line) captures much of the behavior of the circular-broadcast scheduler (“Circ”), as intended. In

particular, we find that many values from the analytic model are similar to the corresponding values

from our detailed simulation. Also, the estimate captures the expected behavior of the system,

increasing with client load and request size as expected.

We notice, though, that our model tends to underestimate the simulation’s client delay values,

especially in more heavily loaded scenarios. Also, we see an artifact of our merging two separate

estimates, a low-load and high-load approximation; in Figure 6 we see a nondifferentiable “corner”

at the point where we switch from one approximation to the other. As a consequence of the switch,

though, we get estimates much closer to our simulated values.

Although our analytic model provides approximate results, we have verified that the conclusions

reached using the model (detailed in subsequent sections) are not sensitive to the approximation.

For example, in one test we change the predictions of the analytic model by up to 20%. Even with

this large change, the relative performance of the schemes we studied did not change.

4 Results for Varying Numbers of Channels

In this section, we examine how server performance is affected by the number of multicast channels

it uses. To do so, we consider, for this section only, a simple initial scenario in which clients are as

fast as the server, allowing them to receive whatever data the server can send.

In this initial scenario, we run one server for each of the multi-channel techniques we consider
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Parameter Description Range

M Number of data items available 100
r Number of data items requested per client 1–50

Number of channels 1–5
Base throughput (minimum supported bandwidth)1 (20 kbps)

� Bandwidth split factor 1.0
Server bandwidth 50 (1 Mbps)
Client bandwidth 50 (1 Mbps)

Table 3: Some Study Parameters

in Section 2.2. Each server is given fifty atomic, discrete “units” of bandwidth which correspond to

approximately one megabit per second of outgoing bandwidth. (As in the prior section, each data

item takes about 48 seconds to transmit each data item at this bandwidth, corresponding roughly

to the minute it takes to send a Web site in at this bandwidth in [20].) Each server uses as many of

its fifty units as its bandwidth-allocation technique allows.

We are able to test all the servers using one to a maximum of five channels. At six or more

channels, the exp-bw servers cannot split their bandwidth without making their slowest channel

slower than the base unit of bandwidth, about 20 kilobits per second (compare to a 28.8kbps

modem).

To simplify the results, we present here only four of the servers, reserving the remainder for

a following section. In particular, we present exp-bw-hionly instead of all the exp-bw servers,

and lin-bw-hionly instead of all the lin-bw servers. The -hionly servers are not only the simplest

implementation for each technique of splitting server bandwidth, assigning each client to exactly

one data channel, but as we shall see, they often perform well within their group, and their results

help us understand the multicast system better. Similarly, for simplicity, we will show eq-bw-Q

and not eq-bw-R, and we will show eq-part, giving us one server from each group of techniques

for splitting server bandwidth.

Because clients have as much bandwidth as the server, they can listen to as many channels as

each server scheme allows. Consequently, we will be able to link changes in performance directly

to the server scheme and the different numbers of channels, rather than to the varying degree that

clients’ bandwidths are supported, as could be the more general case if clients were slower than

the server.
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We also consider a varying average client request size, of up to half the available repository, to

see how request size affects our results. Table 3 summarizes our space of parameters. For simplic-

ity and clarity, we have chosen to have 100 data items (M ) in the full repository, as the granularity

by which clients make requests. Given our model, this means that we can vary clients’ request size

as finely as units of one percent of a repository’s data pool. Request size maps conveniently to one

percent of a server’s repository.
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Figure 7: Varying Number of Channels for
Request Size 9

In Figure 7, we vary the number of channels from one to five along the horizontal axis, and

plot the average client delay on the vertical axis. Clients request nine data items each. At one

channel, all of the server schemes become the same single-channel multicast, so all schemes have

an identical client delay.

From this figure and other related results, we highlight some conclusions and intuition about

our system exposed in this scenario.

One, we find that increasing the number of channels itself creates inefficiency that slows down

the system overall for most schemes, so to optimize performance, a system designer should use as

few channels as possible to meet client bandwidth requirements.

Two, we find that eq-part holds its performance rather than degrading in this scenario. This

indicates that where we expect our clients to have uniformly high bandwidth, a data-partitioning

scheme can best limit the performance penalty that would normally accompany splitting the server’s
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bandwidth into smaller channels to accommodate lower-bandwidth clients. (In following sections,

we shall see how the schemes compare for other client loads.)

Three, we find that of the schemes tested above that do not require data to be partitioned across

channels (the -bw- servers, as opposed to the eq-part servers), exp-bw-hionly degrades relatively

little as we increase the number of channels and the size of client requests. Surprisingly, this is

true even though clients use less of the server’s bandwidth in the exp-bw-hionly than they would

in other schemes in which clients can use more than one channels’ bandwidth.

Studying other results in this scenario, we find that the most significant factor in the perfor-

mance of these systems is the average client delay of the lowest-bandwidth channel. Because a

client listening to data items on all of its subscribed channels must wait for the data items on its

slowest channel to finish transmission before the client is done, it must wait for whichever chan-

nel takes the longest to complete. In this scenario, the channel of highest delay is generally the

lowest-bandwidth channel. Though a low-bandwidth channel has proportionately fewer data-item

requests than higher-bandwidth channels, the cut in bandwidth itself hurts client delay dramati-

cally. For example, we find that as client request size grows, lin-bw-hionly, which uses only its

fastest channel, improves relative to other lin-bw schemes as the request sizes increase. Also, the

lin-bw schemes that use all their channels (that is, except -hionly) improve relative to the exp-bw

schemes using all their channels because lin-bw allocates more bandwidth to its lower-bandwidth

channels than exp-bw does.

The eq-part server, on the other hand, demonstrates that a lower maximum delay can com-

pensate for lower channel bandwidth where a smaller request size does not. In an eq-part server,

partitioning forces the requests of the clients on each channel to coincide more frequently over

smaller sets of requested data items; the smaller sets become key because they reduce themaxi-

mumclient delay on that channel by the same factor that the decrease in bandwidth increases the

delay. In the other schemes, where the maximum delay is unchanged on each channel, the reduced

request load on each channel has less effect on the delay in that channel.

The fact that even eq-part can only maintain the same level of performance across varying num-

ber of channels, when clients are ideal and able to receive all of the server’s channels concurrently,

warns us that in practice, with some clients required to listen to subsets of the channels at a time,

eq-part will perform worse than we see here. We consider that next, with a more heterogeneous
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mix of clients.

5 Results for Two-Tiered Clients

Parameter Description Range

M Number of data items available 100
r Number of data items requested per client1–50

Number of channels varies by technique
Speed of slow clients 1
Speed of fast clients 1–50

� Bandwidth split factor 1.0
Fast and slow clients appear in equal numbers.

Table 4: Some Two-Tiered Study Parameters

In this section, we determine how various multiple-channel multicast schemes compare for

clients of different bandwidths. To do so, we consider a scenario in which clients requesting data

of a server are equally likely to be low-bandwidth (“slow”) or high-bandwidth (“fast”). Though we

also considered another scenario, in which clients have exponentially-distributed levels of band-

width (motivated by the same observation behind the eq-bw techniques—that many connections

to the Internet fall into “tiers” of technology whose maximum bitrates are orders of magnitude

apart), we found that the results from this simpler two-tier scenario are similar and easier to de-

scribe. Therefore, for clarity, we use the two-tier scenario below, and omit the corresponding

exponentially-distributed-bandwidth scenario.

In this scenario, we vary the relative bandwidths of the slow and fast clients by keeping the slow

clients at one base unit of bandwidth, and varying the bandwidth of the fast clients. We vary the

bandwidth of the fast clients across its entire allowable range, from the one unit of the slow clients

up to the fifty units given to the server. We also vary the request size of a client, in data items, from

1 to 50. The server uses as much of its fifty units of bandwidth as it can, as its bandwidth-splitting

technique dictates. This allocation yields 50 one-unit channels for eq-bw and eq-part bandwidth

allocation, nine channels of bandwidths one through nine for lin-bw bandwidth allocation, and five

channels of bandwidths 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 for exp-bw bandwidth allocation.

Table 4 summarizes the parameter space described above, in which we evaluate our various
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multicast schemes.
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Figure 8: Various Request Sizes for Clients
Having 5:1 Bandwidth
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Figure 9: Various Request Sizes for Clients
Having 30:1 Bandwidth

In testing our space of parameters and comparing the relative performance of numerous tech-

niques, we find that a good technique can often provide a two- to four-fold improvement in delay

over a bad one, suggesting that under most circumstances, there are clear choices that must not be

overlooked.

For example, in Figures 8 and 9 we plot the client delay, averaged for all clients, as a function of

the clients’ request size in data items. In Figure 8, the fast clients have five times the bandwidth of

the slow ones. In Figure 9, the faster clients have thirty times the bandwidth of the same slow ones.

Because there are as many fast as slow clients, the average client delay plotted in the figures show

the midpoint between the delay of the fast clients and the delay of the slow ones. As client-request

size increases to the right of each plot, request load grows in the system and client delay goes up.

As they approach the high-load steady-state of the multicast system, the increase in client delay

tapers off. Because the slow clients have only a small fraction of the bandwidth that the server has,

they require forty minutes to receive a single data item. Hence, slow clients can take nearly seventy

hours (forty minutes times one hundred items) to receive all their data from a server’s transmission

of its data items.

First, we can see that in this scenario, the choice of server technique to provide the lowest client

delay is between eq-bw-Q and eq-part. In particular, eq-bw-Q does well for lower request sizes
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(up to about 15% of the total data pool), and eq-part becomes the lower-delay choice after that.

For low request sizes, both eq-bw and eq-part schemes are able to distribute clients across a

large number of equal-bandwidth channels, but eq-part requires clients to hop across channels to

receive all of their data and eq-bw does not. As a result, each channel in both scenarios has a

fairly small number of data items to distribute (and hence, fairly low client delay for clients on that

channel), but eq-bw saves clients the time of waiting on multiple channels in sequence.

As request size increases, though, the number of data items requested on each eq-bw channel

grows up to the size of the entire repository; eq-part channels, on the other hand, have a much

lower maximum request size within each channel, so it scales to larger request sizes with less

degradation. So, for higher request sizes, eq-part does better than eq-bw.

5.1 Results Comparing More Techniques
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Figure 10: Various Request Sizes for Clients
Having 5:1 Bandwidth (exp-bw only)
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Having 30:1 Bandwidth (lin-bw only)

We can also use the scenario of Table 4 to study the other variants that have not been considered.

In Figure 10, for example, we chart all the exp-bw techniques in the scenario corresponding to

Figure 8. (That is, the exp-bw-hionly points in the two figures are identical because they represent

the same scenario.) In Figure 11, we chart all the lin-bw techniques in the scenario corresponding

to Figure 9.
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We observe that the -hionly servers perform well relative to other client-channel assignment

techniques. For example, in Figure 10 exp-bw-hionly outperforms the other exp-bw servers, and

in Figure 11 lin-bw-hionly is an optimal or near-optimal performer among lin-bw servers. We find

that -hionly schemes counterintuitively often do better, not worse, than -hidown schemes, even

though the latter use more of the server’s and clients’ bandwidth for transmitting data. Conse-

quently, exp-bw-hionly and lin-bw-hionly servers are useful choices to represent the exp-bw and

lin-bw groups of servers; not only is their client-channel assignment technique fairly easy to im-

plement, we see that their performance within their groups is fairly good.

To understand why -hionly servers perform well, we recall that client delay is determined by

the “slowest” channel, the connected channel that has the highest average delay. Here, we find a

demonstration of that that observation. The -hionly server allocates all clients to the top-bandwidth

channel only, and so is better able to minimize the effect of slower lower-bandwidth channels. As

a result, clients are often better off listening to high-bandwidth channels for data, even though

clients have to wait through more data-item transmissions to get the data they need. In lower-

bandwidth channels, the waiting time for a data item imposed by conflicting requests affects client

delay more than the transmission time for those data items. Clients are often better off listening to

high-bandwidth channels for data, even when they are able to add lower-bandwidth channels using

their remaining download capacity.
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To understand why -hidown does particularly well in Figure 11, let us examine how the -hionly

and -hidown systems actually behave given the scenarios plotted in Figures 10 and 11. For the sce-

narios in both figures, all the exp-bw and lin-bw schemes have a unique bandwidth-one channel,

and the low-bandwidth clients are all on it. The high-bandwidth clients, on the other hand, have

other options. In particular, in exp-bw-hidown, bandwidth-30 clients can be assigned to channels

of bandwidth 16, 8, 4, and 2 (for a total of 30), channels shared only with each other. This ar-

rangement allows high-bandwidth clients to use most of the server’s available bandwidth, all of

their own bandwidth, and most importantly, not have to depend on the one channel where all the

low-bandwidth clients are already loaded. Hence, exp-bw-hidown does much better relative to

other exp-bw servers in the 30:1-bandwidth scenario than in Figure 8, where the faster clients do

wait on the low-bandwidth channel (because they are allocated to channels of bandwidth 4 and

1). Similarly, lin-bw-hidown is able to assign bandwidth-30 clients to high-bandwidth channels

of bandwidth 9, 8, 7, and 6 (for a total of 30), channels shared only with each other and not with

low-bandwidth clients, so we see relatively good performance for lin-bw-hidown in Figure 11. We

see, then, that -hidown does well for fast clients whose bandwidth happens to split into higher-

bandwidth channels not shared with slow clients, and it does poorly if those fast clients have any

bandwidth left over that causes them to be assigned to the bandwidth-one channel. The -hionly

servers, on the other hand, are not affected by such small differences in bandwidth, and always

separate fast clients from slow ones.

Lastly, we find in our results that eq-bw-Q often outperforms the other two variants of eq-bw

slightly, suggesting that for nontrivial client request sizes, the Q “load factor” is a useful channel-

assignment heuristic, all else being equal. In Figure 12 we see a representative result from com-

paring the eq-bw options. We see that eq-bw-R does not significantly outperform random channel

assignment, but eq-bw-Q performs slightly better.

5.2 Fast and Slow Clients

With two tiers of clients, we can further examine how our various techniques treat fast and slow

clients separately. In Figures 13 and 14, we consider a scenario in which the fast clients have forty

times the base bandwidth of the slow clients, again with both classes of clients appearing in equal
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Figure 13: Various Request Sizes for Fast
Clients Having 40:1 Bandwidth
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Figure 14: Various Request Sizes for Slow
Clients Having 40:1 Bandwidth

numbers. In Figure 13, we show the average client delay of the fast clients. In Figure 14, we show

the average client delay of the slow base-bandwidth clients.

We find two particularly noteworthy features when comparing these plots. One is that the

-hionly techniques and eq-part strongly favor fast clients over slow ones. For fast clients, the -

hionly techniques’ performance approaches that of eq-part; in a few scenarios (with larger request

sizes, not plotted here), they can even beat eq-part for the best all-client average delay. For slow

clients, on the other hand, their performance is relatively poor. In effect, the -hionly and eq-part

techniques are “fair” in the sense that fast clients with forty times the download bandwidth get

their data about forty times as fast: they are proportionate.

By contrast, we see that eq-bw techniques offer exactly the opposite behavior. Their perfor-

mance for both fast and slow clients is comparable, despite the difference in bandwidth between

them. Because eq-bw has channels that are all alike, all channels’ performance are similar, and the

maximum time a client may have to wait to receive the last item it needs does not vary much by the

channel(s) to which it is subscribed. In effect, the eq-bw techniques are “fair” in the sense that they

strive to provide comparable service to all clients, regardless of bandwidth: they are egalitarian.

In summary, we find that the performance of exp-bw and lin-bw systems depends significantly

on which streams clients get assigned. If fast clients get assigned to slow streams with slow clients,

their overall average client delay suffers. On the other hand, systems in which fast clients are
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separated from slow ones perform better than ones where all clients coincide on a channel, even if

the fast clients use more download bandwidth in total in the latter case.

More importantly, however, the best performers create channels of equal bandwidth. For rela-

tively small request sizes (up to about 15% of the data pool), eq-bw-Q provides minimal average

client delay, and for the larger request sizes (greater than 15% of all data items), eq-part is the best

performer of the techniques we considered.
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width Factors on Exponentially-Distributed-
Bandwidth Clients

In Figure 15, we consider the effect of nonlinear bandwidth factors� on the client delay of

our techniques. Recall from Section 3 that a low factor (� < 1) represents expensive bandwidth,

so that an increase in bandwidth use (cost) for a channel acquires a less-than-linear increase in

throughput to clients, and that a high factor (� > 1) represents cheap bandwidth, so that an increase

in bandwidth use (cost) for a channel leads to a greater-than-linear increase in throughput to clients

on the channel.
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In the figure, we consider clients of exponentially-distributed bandwidth, chosen to approach

an average 40 units but capped at the extremes of 1 and 50 units. The clients request 20 data items

each from a multicast server. We vary the bandwidth factor� along the horizontal axis to observe

its effect on average client delay, plotted on the vertical axis.

We find that the effect of nonlinear bandwidth cost varies by the bandwidth-splitting technique

used by the server. For eq-bw-Q and eq-part, which use channels of base (unit) bandwidth, there

is no effect because all the channels are unchanged. For the -hionly schemes, though, we see an

improvement in performance as� rises. Because higher-bandwidth clients are directed into the

one highest-bandwidth channel to which they can subscribe, an improvement in that channel’s

throughput reduces their client delay directly. As we can see in Figure 15, the client delay of

the -hionly schemes approaches that of the lowest-delay eq-part scheme as the bandwidth of the

high-bandwidth channels rises.

To see why the gap in performance between -hionly and eq-part narrows, let us compare how

long it takes the two schemes to transmit the entire repository once. In this scenario, the eq-part

server offers fifty channels with 2% of the repository each, so let us suppose that it takes two

units of time to send 2% of the repository over a one-unit-bandwidth channel. For clients that can

subscribe to a sufficient number of channels simultaneously, those two units of time are sufficient

to receive all the data they need. For comparison, it would take a -hionly server about the same

amount of time—only about two and a half units—to send the entire repository at bandwidth 40, if

such a channel were available to clients having sufficient capacity. In this scenario, clients would

have sufficient capacity on average, but their actual delay will vary by their actual bandwidth and

the bandwidths of the channels available to them. So, we see that with increased bandwidth made

available by larger�, the -hionly servers’ performance improves as fast clients get faster channels

over which to request their data.

In other cases, where the effect of changing channel bandwidths affects not just which chan-

nels a client subscribes, but also how many, the benefit of slightly increased channel bandwidths is

less clear. Where clients subscribe to fewer channels to fill their download bandwidth, for exam-

ple, benefits from higher bandwidth channel are offset by the larger request load on each channel

that results, from an increase in request size per client and from an increase in number of other

clients. We see an example in Figure 16, in which we chart the performance of exp-bw-hidown
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under the same scenario. Though the increase in� from 1 to 1.1 increases the bandwidth of two

channels, from 8 to 9 and 16 to 21, performance actually deteriorated. At� 1.1, clients of numer-

ous bandwidths (such as clients of bandwidths 16–20) were all subscribed to the same channels

(of bandwidth 1, 2, 4, and 9), including the one-unit low-bandwidth channel, even though that

arrangement underutilized some clients’ available download bandwidth. Fortunately, we find that

these less predictable servers do not outperform all the schemes we have already considered in

Figure 15, so we need not worry about their more chaotic behavior.

7 Client Bandwidth Information
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Figure 17: Various Numbers of Fast Clients
Having 40:1 Bandwidth

Lastly, we consider whether a server benefits from knowing its clients’ exact bandwidth. In

Figure 17, we consider a scenario in which clients have either one base unit of bandwidth or forty

units of bandwidth. In this case, the two tiers of clients do not necessarily appear in equal numbers;

instead, we vary the proportion between them along the horizontal axis, with mostly slow clients

at the left of the chart, and mostly fast clients at the right. Along the vertical axis, we plot the client

delay of all clients in the system.
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In this test, we add new servers using techniques that know and use information about the

clients’ bandwidths. Unlike lin-bw and exp-bw techniques, these newperf-bwservers do not have

to create channels of varying bandwidths because they serve only the two given classes of clients,

and can do so knowing exactly how fast the fast clients are. Instead, perf-bw servers create only

data channels of the two known tiers of bandwidth, in equal numbers, until the server’s available

bandwidth is exhausted. For example, in our scenario, we have clients of one and forty units of

bandwidth, so the server creates one channel of one unit for the slow clients and one channel

of forty units for the fast clients. (If the server had more than eighty-two units of bandwidth

at its disposal, it would create another pair of such channels.) The perf-bw-R and perf-bw-Q

servers use the same client assignment techniques (client popularity and load factor) as described

in Section 2.2. Below, we describe and consider perf-bw-exact.

We see in the figure that, surprisingly, the server’s knowledge of the clients’ exact bandwidths

does not dramatically improve the performance of system beyond what we are already able to

do with eq-bw-Q and eq-part. If server knowledge improved the performance of the system, we

should see a perf-bw server have lower client delay (a lower curve) than the existing server eq-bw-

Q where its delay is lowest, or lower than eq-part where its delay is lowest. Instead, we see that all

the perf-bw servers have fairly similar performance to eq-part in Figure 17.

Also, surprisingly, perf-bw-Q does worse than perf-bw-R for fast clients (as shown toward the

right). In contrast, this observation is the opposite of what we found for eq-bw techniques, where

load factor (Q) was a better channel-assignment than popularity (R). It turns out that, as we run out

of slow clients in the system, both systems start assigning fast clients to apparently-underutilized

slow channels. In this scenario, perf-bw-Q distributes more fast clients to slow channels than

perf-bw-R, and the higher delay of these fast clients hurts client delay.

Hence, we see that we can do better than perf-bw-R and perf-bw-Q by having a new perf-bw

server assign fast clients only to fast channels, and slow clients only to slow channels. This behav-

ior is plotted as perf-bw-exact. As we can see, its client delay performance does not deteriorate

even when fast clients strongly outnumber slow ones, and this server is able to slightly outperform

eq-part, including scenarios where eq-part had the lowest delay of the techniques tested. (The exp-

bw-hionly and lin-bw-hionly servers, omitted from the plot for clarity, have performance slightly

worse than that of eq-part in Figure 17.)
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8 Related Work

There is a large body of research into multicast protocols and systems, including data dissemi-

nation systems such as ours [21] and broadcast disks [2, 34], as a component of Web caching

and service [32, 3, 12, 5], as part of a satellite-based Internet service [1], and as a component of

publish/subscribe systems [31] such as Gryphon [28].

In particular, there is much work on multiple-channel systems for data, such as [7, 35, 9, 25,

8], but such work typically assumes the transmission of only one data item to all clients, rather

than disseminating possibly-overlapping selections of data items from a large repository. In a

scenario with only one data item, all data being transmitted is interesting to all clients, unlike our

scenario, where reducing client delay often requires reducing clients’ waiting time for their data

in the presence of conflicting requests. Consequently, our paper studies how to allocate different

data items to different channels, as well as how to assign clients making varying requests to such

channels.

There is a large body of work for layered multicast of a single audio or video stream (such as

[27, 36]). This work often assumes a scenario that, unlike ours, allows sending only partial data to

lower-bandwidth clients. Variants on layered multicast adjusts the bandwidth of each data channel

over time (e.g. using equation-based bandwidth estimation [19]), sometimes to optimize a client-

utility metric (“Fairness Index” [24] or “social welfare” [18]). Reference [23] considers bandwidth

allocation for video streams, between different streams of different importance and within streams

for different clients, assuming the streams are sent simultaneously and clients can accept fewer bits

for less quality.

Collectively, this related work helps clients determine their available download bandwidth for

multicast without starving TCP and TCP-friendly connections under congestion, an issue we do

not consider here except to assume that clients correctly determine their bandwidth. (Readers

interested in this area may also wish to pursue work on ensuring clients remain TCP-friendly even

when motivated to oversubscribe to data channels for more throughput, such as [15].) Our current

work, on the other hand, considers the distribution of many data items across different channels,

without degrading the data for slower clients.

While not designed for large-scale data dissemination, multicast and broadcast protocols are
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also often considered in the context of group communication protocols [13], which provide a

message-passing protcol that guarantees delivery and ordering. For example, reference [13] con-

siders probabilistic group communication in which both reliable delivery and consistent order-

ing can be probabilistic, and reference [6] uncovers and studies failures in the Ensemble group-

communication system.

Though we assume multicast exists as a network-level service, it is possible to implement mul-

ticast at the application layer using host-to-host unicast connections. For example, unicast can link

disconnected multicast-capable networks [37]. Alternatively, epidemic/gossip protocols can con-

nect the server and data-requesting clients, using a hierarchical (rather than flat) structure to better

fit wide-area networks [16]; to provide reliability for an unreliable-multicast service for mobile

clients [11] (data is sent by multicast, then gossip, to maximize the number of clients that the data

successfully reaches); or alone to provide probabilistically reliable multicast service in an ad-hoc

network [26]. TCP has network-friendly congestion control, so with proper buffer management to

optimize the usefulness of deliverable data, it is a viable option for application-layer multicast [29].

For more information, reference [10] compares several approaches to implementing gossip proto-

cols.

We have not considered the security of the multicast transmission, which requires packet au-

thentication and/or encryption on a hostile network. To manage the session keys across client

connections and disconnections may not require public-key signatures [30]; the analysis [33] also

mentions a number of key-handling proposals. A multicast server with data that must not be in-

tercepted could adopt one to ensure that only the present (and no past or future) authorized clients

can decrypt the server’s transmission.

9 Conclusion

In this paper we studied how to use a multicast facility to reliably disseminate data to interested

clients of different download capacities. To accommodate clients of different network speeds,

a multicast server can slice its available outgoing network connection into channels of equal or

differing bitrates, varying linearly or exponentially. If the server uses channels of equal rates, it

can offer its entire data repository on each channel, or it can partition its repository across its
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channels, requiring clients to hop from channel to channel as needed.

To study channel slicing, we developed an analytic model that effectively captures performance

for one multicast channel. This model makes it possible to evaluate the large number of configu-

rations that had to be considered in our evaluation.

Studying these different server techniques under a variety of conditions, we find that having

equal-bandwidth channels offers the best performance for a variety of client loads. Further, if

clients request fairly small portions of the available data—up to 15% of the repository—then the

server should offer all of its data on all channels, and balance client load across the channels using

a load factor combining the number of clients on a channel and the number of data-item requests

they are making. On the other hand, if clients request larger portions (over 15%) of the repository,

then the server should partition its data into disjoint channels. Clients should subscribe to channels

offering data of interest as their download speed allows, migrating from one channel to another as

it receives the data it needs.

We find that the proper split of server network capacity into channels can improve performance

very significantly (up to five fold in the scenarios we studied). By correctly determining how clients

are assigned to the channels that fit within the clients’ download limits, we can again improve

performance very significantly (three-fold or more in our studies), suggesting the importance of

careful design choices. These results provide insights that are guiding the design of our own

multicast facility for Web data.
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